
SIMPOLO

What is SIMPOLO SPARK and how can it help me?
SIMPOLO SPARK is a breakthrough visualizer that helps you to visualize and select the most appro-
priate tiles for your dream space before making the final tile or sanitaryware purchase.

Who can use SIMPOLO SPARK?
Anyone with a computer system or a laptop with an internet connection can use SIMPOLO SPARK.

Why do I need SIMPOLO SPARK?
In order to make a conscious selection for your dream space, it is recommended to use SIMPOLO SPARK.

How time consuming is it to use SIMPOLO SPARK?
For a novice user, it would take a day or two to understand the functionality of SIMPOLO SPARK and get 
used to it. After practicing 3-4 models, anyone can create and receive a virtual render within 15 minutes, 
which includes the model making process.

What kind of spaces can I create with SIMPOLO SPARK?
You can create designs for a bathroom, bedroom, living room or any space with walls, doors, windows and props.

Can I customize the size of the space I create?
Yes, it is possible to create a space with a customized dimension in VSC.

Is it possible to use di�erent props according to my space?
SIMPOLO SPARK is preloaded with enough furniture and props for residential as well as commercial 
spaces, that would help you give your space an appropriate ambiance.

Can I lay the tiles in di�erent patterns?
Yes. It is possible to rotate the tiles grid as per your requirement from 0° to 360°.  It is also possible to lay 
the tiles in a pattern like brick bond, brick third, crisscross etc.

How are ‘Digital Showroom’ and ‘Virtual Space Creator’ di�erent?
‘Digital Showroom’ is preloaded with five presets that show the quick preview of the best combinations 
of Simpolo tiles. The camera angle and props are pre-decided in the ‘Digital Showroom’ and cannot be 
changed. Also, you can select and put any tile from Simpolo’s tile gallery in any of the five presets.

On the other hand, ‘Virtual Space Creator’ (VSC) lets you create a space according to your desired 
dimensions and props including doors and windows. VSC allows you to decide the camera angle from 
which you want to render the view.

How compatible is SIMPOLO SPARK with di�erent devices?
SIMPOLO SPARK is compatible with Laptops, Desktops and Tablets. It is not recommended to use a mobile phone.

E V E N  A  G E N I U S  H A S  Q U E S T I O N S !
SIMPOLO SPARK is the world’s easiest and fastest virtual platform, that is now in 

India. This software tool helps you visualize and select the most appropriate tiles for 

your dream space. This document will take you through on how you can get the best 

out of SIMPOLO SPARK and seamlessly create an ideal design for your spaces.

S I M P O L O  S P A R K  –  F A Q S



Can I change the tile size to create a pattern on the wall or floor?
No. You cannot resize any of the tiles, but it is possible to place tiles in a specific region with di�erent 
pattern possibilities on the wall and floor.

Can I calculate the tile wastage?
Yes. In the detailed PDF that you’ll receive in the email, you shall get the calculation of the tile wastage 
that might be generated in your project.

Can I modify the grout size and colour?
Yes. The size and the colour of the grouts can be customized.

Can I create niches in the wall?
Yes. It is possible to create niches on the walls.

Can I raise the platform?
Yes. You can raise the platform.

Is it possible to modify the ceiling light points?
Yes. It is possible to modify the ceiling light points.

How can I share the rendered preview with others?
You can forward the received email or save the PDF/JPEG to your system from the email.

Can I save the rendered previews?
Yes. You can save and share the rendered previews

In which format can I save the render of my space?
You will receive the rendered preview in a JPEG format. The same rendered preview will also be included in 
the detailed PDF as well.

How many rendered previews can I save in my account?
You can save up to 5 previews in your account online. You can save unlimited previews in the o�ine facility 
of Simpolo Virtual Space Creator.

Is it possible to get the render in HD?
Yes. The render will be generated in HD.

Can I create a 360°  preview of my space using SIMPOLO SPARK?
Yes. You can create 360° preview of your space using the o�ine facility of the Simpolo Virtual Space 
Creator. It is not possible to create 360° online.

Can I save and share a 360° preview?
Yes. You can save the link of the 360° preview and access on any device.

Can I use other company’s tiles to create my space other than Simpolo?
No. Only the tile collections of Simpolo can be used to create the models.

Can I avoid grouts in tile laying?
Yes. You can avoid the grouts while laying tiles.

Are sanitaryware/bathroom props available for bathroom design?
Yes. Various props for sanitaryware/bathroom designs are available.


